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Abstract
One of the core components of u digital mup generalization ~ystem is II set of operators designed to
automatically reduce the data complexity for selected features. Thes~ operators nre not simply tools
for altering feature geometry; they should create results that retlect the art and science of cartographic
generalization. Scattered specifications for map generalization exist in m!lpping organizations around
the world, hut none of them is universally acceptable due to the cultural differences among locations
and countries. However, successful map generulization can he guided by one principle --- to ensure
the most representative depiction of the geographical area and the cartographic quality lor the tnrget
output.
This paper discusses cartographic controls that are imbedded in existing genemlizatilll1 operators and
describes experience using these operators that are successfully incorporated in a computer-assisted
generalization system, MGE Map Generalizer (MGMG), produced hy Intergraph. The major focus is
how to use the given digital information to identify and produce the most representativ~ shapes and
distributions of map features; and how to ensure output data integrity, such as feature connectivity and
geographical relationships. lIJustrations will be given to show some achievements with several
application sources. Issues and remaining questions are addressed as a call for future reseurch anti
development.

1

Meeting c31-tographic specifications

The commercial product for computer-assisted map generalization -- MGE Map Generalizer
(MGMG) produced by Intergraph Corporation -- has drawn many map makers' allli J'cscurchers'
interest. A question is often asked: What makes the generalization opt'rators in MCi MG successfully
meet cartographiC specifications'? The following discussion explains.
A cartographic representation of the reality -- a map -- is usually associated with a plotting scalc. AI
this scale, features are mapped with a minimum size, minimum length, minimum spacing, and
minimum density. Only certain feature classes and certain level of information detail arc considered
signiticant for inclusion in Ihe map. The opemtors designed and implemented in MGMG rcllccllhese
constraints in many ways. A full description of the MGMG product and functions "an l1e found in an
early paper [1].

1.1

Flexible /eatllre selectioll/or inclusion and process

III the initial data extraction from a masler database, I'eature selection determines what feature classes
will he shown in the final map and he further processed in generalization. MGMG allows user to
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select features either hy their graphic definitions stored in a plotting feature table or by their
geographic attributions in the database. Once the features are specified, they cunlw extractell from
the master database automatically.' During generalization, some features need to be processed
differently from others using different parameters or operators; therefore, llexihle feature selection
plays an important role. MGMG provides these fundamental capabilities to meet cartographers needs.
For example, one can select county boundaries, major roads, and buildings for Map Content
Extraction from a master database; then further select buildings that are smaller than certain size to he
Collapsed to point features.

1.2

Parameter setup ill relatioll to map scale

A map lIdivers geographic information to readers by showing a relevant amount or rL'Hturc detHil witll
plottahle and readtlble symbology at a given scale. Using scale-related constraints has h~cn" major
cllllsideration in MGMG opemtors design. Many of the MGMG operators involve parameters such as
cluster tolerance, minimum distance, and minimum size to ensure the cartogmphic qutllity of
generalization outcome. A few examples are given helow to illustrate, how such parameters nre used
to produce satisfactory results.
I n Disjoint Area Aggregation, the two mt\jor parameters are:
Threshold Tole1'llnce -- determines if areas are close enough to be aggregated;
Zone Tolerunce -- ensures the connecting region (zone) is wide enough.
FigUl'c I shows the Disjoint Area Aggregation using the Non-orthogonnl algorithm. The above two
parameters were applied to combine areal features within a Threshold distance. Data source: USGS
DLG data. Herndon, Virginia.

-
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Figure I: Area Aggregation
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The example in Figure 2 was taken from the MGMG evaluation report by lnstitut Cartografic de
Catalunya in Barcelona [2, pp.21}. Building density at 1:SO,OO() scule was reuuced for a target scale
of J :100,000 using the Point Set to Point Set algorithm in Point Typification 0P~nltor ill MGMG. Th~
result was plotted at 1:50,O()O scale for comparison purpose, The Cluster Tolerance parameter is used
to retain the maximum Ilumber of points while ensuring that no two points are withinlhe specified
tolerance.
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Original data set at 1:50.000

Automatic generalization at 1:50.000

Figure 2: Point Typitlcation
Using the Tree Leveling algorithm in Line Typification in MGMG, the complexity or" hydrographical
network can be easily reduced. The use of the Maximum Retention Level and the Minimum Length
Tolerance eliminates river branches by level and by length. Figure 3, provided by Institut C'artogrufic
de Catalunya in Barcelona [3, pp. 14) illustrates the result of Line Typification.

Figure 3: Line Typification

Len = before; Right = after

More illustrations can be found in a previous paper [4, pp.327-334], such as the Minil11t1m Length and
Minimum Area Tolerances in Area Clarification -- a simplification algorithm, the Minimum Spur
Length and Minimum Area in Area-tn-Line Collapse, and so on. These parameters are directly related
to the output scale and are usually fixed values. It is very important to understand the role or these
parameters in order to properly use MGMG operators.
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2

Ensuring data integrity

During generalization, features change their appearance and positions, but the datu integrity should
not be destroyed and feature relationships should be maintained. For example, without considering
feature relationship, Area-to-Line Collapse operator in MGMG generates a centerline from an areal
feature along the longest path. With _the option of Preserve Feature Connectivity in Area-to-Line
Collapse operator, if a-n area is connected to a Iinem feature, the c(innection will be retained. although
the new -linear representation of the area may not necessarily be the longest path found_ This applies
to the case where a river enters a lake and runs out of the lake. [fthe areal feature that represents the
lake is totally collapsed, the resulting line should he connected to the river on both ends.
Hole Retention option in some MGMG operators is another way of ensuring data integrity_ As shown
in Figure 1, there seems to be an open space in the middle ot'the original areal feature duster. By
using a Minimum Hole Size parameter, the algorithm automatically creates the hole if its size is
greater than the specified size. A similar parameter is also used in Poirt Aggregation.
In GIS and thematic mapping, generalization is not only altering feature graphics, hut also
transforming geographic attributes. Some of the geographic attributions are derivable from the source
datahase. For example, when areal features are aggregated into new areas or collapsed 10 point
representations, the associated statistical information should be updated to reneet the new features.
Currently, MGMG offers several methods to derive geographic attributions. These methods include
summation, maximum value, minimum vlllue, mean, most prominent, least prominent, etc. This
ensures the input and output data consistency and information integrity.

3

Issues for Further Research and Resolutions

There are three main areas that need more research and resolutions. These ureas are: further
automation of generalization process; analytical tools to analyze ami evaluate input and generalized
data; formalization of generalization processes.

3.1

Further alltomatioll of gelleralization processes

To pui'sue further automation of generalization processes, there are two mnjor f()cu~es: OIlC is 10
derive rules and parmneters that guide generalization operations; another is to develop new algorithms
Ihat follow the rules and handle more complicated cases.
An interesting and practical requirement came from one of our customers, who produces forest m:lp"
varic)"s scales and lilces -n problem of generalizing switch-hack ronds. It is not a Iiilear feature
simplification problem, hut mther a linear pattern typification prohlem. Atesolution can not be
developed until rules arc made explicit.
~11

Another typical generalization issue is feature displacement which requires a full set of regulations to
guide the process. When features are in contlicts, what features should be moved away from others?
Or in what case all the features should be evenly moved away from a point? When a part of a line
needs to be displaced, over what distance the displnced line should be gmdunlly merged and
connected to the rest of the line on both ends? Defining these types of rules is very C~scilliall{)
automation or general ization processes.
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3.2

Allalysis lind E1'(llllation of data

It is easy for a cartographer to visually identify areas and features that need to be generalized.
However, there is still a lack of powerful means to evaluate input data and to measure generalized
results. Some MGMG operators have imbedded analytical ways of identifying feature clusters,
feature density, and feature signiticance. Other methods of data analysis have heen attempted hy a
number of researchers, such as describing lines by structure signatures [5J and characterizing lines by
segmentation analysis [6]. An overall judgment of generalization quality still remaills a r"search
subject.

3.3

F ormalizatioll of generalizatiOIl processes

Generalization is probably the most complicated process in cartography. Although the suhjective
nature of map generalization makes the formalization of the process difficult, certain principles can be
followed to huild application-oriented worktlows. Some processes are feature class dependent (e.g.
hydrographical and man-made); others are feature dimension dependent (point, line, and area).
Logical operational workflow should be formalized to minimize the reduction of spatial accuracy and
to maximize process efficiency. The interactive generalization system such as MGMG provides us a
heJpfullearning environment. Through case by case studies, some initial operational sequences have
heen examined. Further formalization of the processes will still be a major target in digital map
generalization.

4

Conclusions

A signiticant achievement of designing and implementing cartographic generalization "peratllJ's in an
interactive map generalization system, MGMG, has been made. Great challenge is slill ahead. Our
future effort will foclIs on the unresolved issues and make the system l1IllJ'e d'ficient in map
production.
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